
The Unwanted

	
 After first experiencing a traumatically forced removal from my much-loved teaching 
assignment at Central High; after then bending myself uncomfortably around a subsequently 
assigned teaching position far across town inside a confusingly disordered middle school.  Well, 
knowing with every fiber of my being that I missed work at the high school level?
	
 I had immediately begun to navigate the long road back to where I knew I could most 
effectively excel.  Upon hearing, however, that in initiating processes for a following year’s 
voluntary transfer I had sent paperwork to the office of Human Resources, our chaotically 
besieged middle school’s most recently assigned administrator-of-the-moment – a woman 
brought in for a bewildering mid-year shift – stopped by my room.  

Why, she asked me defensively, was I choosing to leave her school?
I was more than a little flabbergasted.  
By that time?  
She had been with us all of two and a half months.  
Although entirely unexpected, I appreciated being asked to stay; I also appreciated 

hearing anyone say that I was a good teacher.  But, well – up to that moment?  I had not had the 
tiniest inkling that she felt anything even anywhere near the ballpark of a supportive validation 
for the teachers struggling to navigate the upheaval which churned endlessly inside “her” 
building.   

As an abruptly installed, short-term fixer she had, in fact, taken pains to articulate that – 
in coming into our building?

She had been sent not to work with, but to watch over, the so many school-score-
identified bad teachers now employed inside our publicly recognized as “deficit housing” school.  
In her two and a half months, the only affiliation she had expended energy to build had been 
based upon the high-voltage menace which she regularly discharged at meetings where (after 
carefully sidestepping the increasingly panicked calls for a management support) she threatened 
her staff with the full array of consequences being set aside for any teacher who refused a 
production of those necessarily higher scores.

Acutely aware that this unhappy woman now stood in the doorway of my classroom, I 
thought back to the demoralizing tone of her continual threats; her clear lack of interest in a 
committed supervisory support; her aggressive focus upon test scores in lieu of a much more 
difficult, yet much more long-term effective, student discipline.  I thought, as well, about the 
hour-long, bumper-to-bumper drive and about gas prices creeping up past the four-dollar mark.  
The decision to continue my pursuit of a building transfer should have been transparently simple.  

But, sometimes?
Well, sometimes, as they say:

 	
 The devil you know is better than the one you don’t. 
In truly modern days; in days bent ever more assertively to the lucrative invasions behind 

a Big Money accountability – well, sure, you could ask the Human Resources department to, in 
their effort to do a responsible job, look carefully at your résumé; to understand your particular 
years of experience; to analyze your personal skills; to help you, as a long-term experienced and 
highly-educated, state-licensed employee find a teaching position best suited to your individual 
talents.  

You could even believe that the very purpose of a Human Resources’ department (a 
department which, in theory, existed solely to interact constructively with a large number of 



expensively contracted personnel) – well, you could imagine that the purpose of such a 
department was to conscientiously review employee work histories, painstakingly evaluate 
instructional skills, and purposefully help teachers find work where they would best fit, thereby 
both supporting and sustaining an overall system success.

But, well; oh, you’d be forgetting.  
In Big Money, standing-for-and-putting-children-first years of a truly hard-hitting 

accountability?
Times had changed.
Supporting educators, listening to their concerns, making assignments with great care and 

purpose; avoiding a disruptive turnover; keeping a large district running effectively and 
smoothly; showing, as the now misleading designation of Department of Human Resources 
might suggest, care for humans?  

Having succumbed along with the district to the nationally-led disdain for any and all 
old-school traditions tediously tied to a democratic collaboration; having adopted the 
governmentally promoted idea that teachers serving in low-income, low-scoring schools no 
longer deserved either voice or respect; having lost any expectation for honoring that now 
outdated, old-days’ concept where career-loyal educators had not been viewed as valueless, 
interchangeable employees, but as beneficially skilled professionals – professionals who held a 
recognized merit for their long years of experience and uniquely crafted ability – well, after 
being forced by Big Money reform to interact, year after year, with an escalating number of 
callously displaced teachers?

 A defensive disinterest had embedded itself, and now flourished inside our district’s 
office of Human Resources.  What that department currently offered to reform-scattered, school-
score-unwanted teachers, even after long years of a loyal service?  

Was a zombie-like lack of individualized attention.
The increasing disinterest in teacher background, hands-on experience, years of 

education, subject-specific licenses and endorsements (or lack thereof), geographic loyalties, 
student and community connections – all simply added yet another layer of whirling frenzy to 
the destabilizing razzle-dazzle which now strategically shielded our district’s attempt at a no-
excuses “accountability.”  

Trusting the Department of Human Resources with a request for transfer?  
Meant only one thing in years immovably bent to an ever more deregulated reform: 
You could end up anywhere.  
Doing anything.*

*And, once teachers had been forced through mandates of reform into assignments for which they were minimally 
prepared?  They could, then, so much more easily be “evaluated” right out of the system.


